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Let C denote a crumpled n-n:be in the n-sphere S” such that every Caqtor sei[ in its boundary 
is tansty &bedded in S”. The main *rem shows C to be universal in the sense that however 
it is sewn to a crurntpled n-cube D of type 2A, a large class containing most of the explicitly 
described exampks, the resultant space is horneomorphic to S”. 
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The primary function of this paper is to ease the construction ofcomplex two-sided 
ti&h~. TO unWstar&-how that construction arises, one should first examine the 
standard situsltiuri-: any (-a- 1).sphere C in S” bounds two crumplezi n-cubes Cl 
‘~dX’~, and fastening CI and C’z, abstractly conceived, back together along tReir 
b~tindaries repro&i- .S”, ti:h Bd cl atid,Bd C2 identified as 2. Such an attaching 
is called a sewing, speWicalty, a sewing of two erumpkd n-cubes CI and C2 is a 
homeonikphism k~b&ween their boundaries, and associated with any sewing It is 
the sewirtg space, denoted CI uh C*, which is the quotient space obtained from the 
disjoint union of C’l and C2 under identification of each point p in Bd C with h (,r) 
in Bd C’z. To consl’ruct ( i - l)-spheres in S” with wildness in both complementary 
domains, one can Srst select crumpled n-cubes CI ano Cz possessing desirable 
amounts of wildness_ can also select a se of C1 and 6;*2, and thsn can hope 
whether or not it is can be 
at deal of info 
y reveal seve 
’ “. 
* 
geometrically describerd crumpled cubes CT1 and a large class of crumpled cubes c2 
S&I that, for every sewing h, Cl uh C2 is homeomorphic toS”. 
The ultfiate problem asking whether C1 uh CZ is S” can be transformed, atieast 
for n 3 j, Ento a decomposition problem [8, Corollary 6.63. As such, it can be 
attacked by means of RD. Edwards’ Cell-like Approximation Theorem [l3, 
p. 1183, which is the basic tool put to work here. 
TO state the results precisely, we must be able to distinguish the types of crumpled 
cubes C. That can be done, in terms of properties that pumit increasing cokplexity 
in the wildness at the boundary, as follows: 
Type 1. There exists a set Q in Bd C such that Q u Int C is A-ULC and Q is a 
countable cnion of Cantor sets tamely embedded in Bd C 
Type ZA. There exist disjoint sets Q1, Q2 in Bd C such that Qi w Int c is l-ULC 
(i = 1, 2). 
Type 2B. There exists a O-dimensional set Q in Bd C such that Q uInt C is 
1 -ULC. 
Type 3. There exists a 1 dimensiona! set Q in Bd C such that Q u Int c is 1 ULC. 
It- is shc,uvm that each cruknpled n-cube is of Type 3 in [5] for n * 5 and in [1] 
far n = 4. It is suspected that crumpled cubes not of Type 2B do exist, although 
none ha:; been discovered. Furthermore, it is proved in Proposition 9.3 of [llj that 
each Type 1 crumpled cube is of Type 2A (n a S), and it is proved in Proposition 
12.2 of [ 1 l] that each Type 2A crumpled cube is of Type 2B. Type 2A, the chief 
target of this investigation, has special significance because a crumpled n-cube 
(n 2 5) has that type iff the identity sewing yields S” [11, Theorem lO.l]. 
As the general framework for considering universality properties, we shall say ’ 
a crumpled n-cube C is 7’ype E unbersal (E = 1, 2A, 2B, 3) if, for each Tyl~ E 
crumpled n-cube D and each sewing h : Bd C + Bd D, C uh D is homeomorphic 
to S”. What we thus call “Type 1 universal” was called “mildly universal’” in [ 111; 
what ws can call “Type 3 universal” has been and may still be called “universal”, 
In this terminology, the main result (Theorem 2) asserts that the crumpled n-cube 
C in S” (12 2 51 is Type 2A universal if each Cantor set in Bd C is tamely embedded 
in S”. By way of application, virtually all the crumpled ~cubes shown to be Type 
1 universal in [l l] now can be seen to be Type 2A universal, 
Included hert in Section 5 a:re xamples of crurlrpled cubes universal with res’fapct 
tG WE type but not :he next, cept, of course for the case where the next ty 
is the possibly unnecer33ai; Ty 
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turning set for C if Qu Int c is HJLC. Equivalently, Q is a hornotopy taming 
set for C if every gufficientiy small loop in Int C is contractible in a small subset 
of Quint C 
The symbol @” denotes a standard n-cell in ET” and dB” denotes its boundary, 
Let A denote a subset of a metric: space S and co E Cl(X -A). We say that X -A 
is locafly “I-connkted at a, abbreviated as X -A is 1-LC at Q, if for each E > 0 
there exists 8 > 0 such that each map of aB2 into (X -A) n N&(a), where N6(a) is 
the set of p :ats in X at distance less than 6 from 4, extends to a 
(X -A) n IV,, .a), and we say that X - A is uniformly locally 1 -COYCI 
atad as I-ULC, if 6 30 exists as above independently of the 
c;dNY-A). 
The crux of the argument establishing the main result involves howing that the 
sewing space satisfies the Disjoint Disks Property, abbreviated throughout as DDP. 
A metric space . ; satisfies the DDP if every pair of mE$s fi:, f2 : N2+ S can be 
approximated, ZIP vitrarily closely, by maps &, Fz : B2 -9 S having disjoint images. 
For any spice & we use Id: S 3 S to denote the identit:] mapping. We say that 
amap f :S+X 13 ’ * I-1 ouer u subset A of X provided f 1 f-‘(A) is l-2. 
3. The main redt 
Given a sewing space X = Cl uh cz, one simplifies notation considerably by 
rega.rding the crumpled cubes Cl and C’2 as subsets of X, with Bd Cl identified to 
Bd uZ’2 in the obvious way, The splitting principle below expresses a normalization 
procedure, frequently useful upon initiating a study of the DDP in X. 
Proposition 1. Let h : Bd Cl + Bd C2 denote a sewing of crumpled n-cubes Cl and 
C2 (n 3~ 4); let Q1 and Qz denote P-dimensional -compact homotopy turning sets 
for Cl sod Cz, respectively; let fl a;cd fi denote maps of B2 into the sewing space 
X=C~Uhc~;clndleta%k 7lhen,bti= I, 2 there exist maps Fi : B 2 a-) X and there 
exist compact ~-Pww@~~s Hi ~4 Kd it~ B2 sati,rfyistg: 
B2=Hi ViKi and Int Hi n.Pnt K:i ~8; 
&(Hi) c CI and E@G)c C’2; 
P(fiJiPW 
If these are sufficiently close approximations, orie can trade on ANR properties 
again to extend Fi successively over Hi and Ki, thereby determining maps ‘Fi : IS*+ X 
satisfying conclusions (l)-(S). 
Theorem 2. Suppose there exists an embedding k of the crutnpkti n-c&e Cl (n * 5) 
in S” such that, for every Cantor set X in Bd Cl, k@Z’) is tdl~xtly embedded in S”. 
Then Cl is Type 2A universal. 
Proof, consider a Type 2A crumpled mube: CZ and a seting h : Bd Cl -) Bd CJ?. 
The sewing space X = CI uh C2 is the cell-like image uf s” [B, Qmllazy 6.61. As 
a result, in order to show that X is homeomorphic S”, &&va~r&” Qll-like 
Approximation Theorem [is, p.118) attests that it suai to show X to be a finite 
dimensional space satisfying the DDP. With X transparently represented as the 
uniion of two compact n-dimensional subsets, its finite dimensionaiity is evident; 
the main issue is that X satisfies the DDP. 
To investigate he DDP, let fl and fi denote maps of B* to X azrd let 6 >O. 
By definition of Type 2A, C’2 possesses disjoint, Q-dimensional, accornpact 
homotopy taming sets P’ and P*. Clearly Qz = P’ uP2 is also a O-dimensional, 
c-compact homotopy taming set for C2. 
At worst C1 is of type 3, so it has a l-dimensional, o-compact homotopy taming 
set 01 [5, Theorem 21. 
Proposition 1 provides maps Fi : B2 + X and compact 2-manifolds Hi and Ki in 
B” satisfying conclusions (l)-(S). 
Since k(Bd Cl) is an ANR, k(C1) has a neighborhood V in S” that r@acts to 
ki%l) under a retraction R : V-, k(Cf) such that R(V-k(Cl))= k(Bd 4?“). Now 
for the application of the basic hypothesis: ince each Cantor set in k(t&) is tamely 
embedded in S,, the maps kfziIHi can be approximated by maps rn; : Hi -+ S’ such 
!h~i milHi nKi = kE;;:IHi n& mi(Hi)c V-k(Qs) and m~(H~)nm&&)=8. 
For i = 1,2, define F: :B”+X as k’“‘Rm, on Ifi and as Fi on I&. Let Wi = 
m I * i V - k (Cl)). This definition of Wi and the restrictions on rnd combine to yield 
(6) F~!HI--W~)~F~(H~- W2)=8, 
YV F: (Hi - Wi) 6 Cl - Q2. 
1,2) over X.- Bd 12.1, which is known to be an 
3. Sti#?‘ose h : Bd Cl + M C$ is a sewing of manpied n-cubes (n L S), C2 
nsioad_hatw@py sets P’ and P2$ and Cl admits at embeddirzg 
k in S” such that each Cantor set in kh-“(P’v P2) is tamely embedded in S”. Then 
Cl w&z iskrs morphic to S “. 
ven for Theorem 2 also provides another proof for the next 
result, a test for Type 1 universality, originally established as Proposition 12.2 of 
[ 1 I]. The cxucia! inmdieist allowin the proof here to proceed smoothly is the fact 
that any Type 1 crulnpled cube C’z has disjoint homotopy taming sets P1 and P?, 
each being the countable unio:\ of Cantor sets tamely embedded in Bd &; (cf. 
Proposition 9.2 of [ 111, the definition of Type 1, and tile proof of Proposition 5.2 
of [II]). 
Theorem 4. If C is a crumpled n-cube in S” (n B 5) such that every Cantor set tamely 
embedded in Bd C is also tamely embedded in S”, then C is Type 1 universal. 
Several geometric onditions art: set forth in whst follows that force a crumpled 
cube to be Type 2A universal. These applications reveal that all the conditions of 
[I l] implying Type 1 universality actually imply the stronger Type 2A universality. 
Cor4ary 1. Every crumpled n-cube C, n 2 5, having an open n-cell as its interior 
is Type 2A universal. 
kff* Embed C in S” so that B = Cl(S” -C) is a n-cell. Fix h Cantor set # in 
Bd B = Bd C, and thread an arc /I in Bd B through K. Sin,r9 B is cellular, Theorem 
3.10 of 1123 (the essence of the proof is a one-sided adaptation of that rCor [7, 
Proposition 3.13) indicates that A is cellular, By [ 14, Lemma 31, K is tamely 
embedded in S”. 
rppose C is a crumpled VI-cube in S”. n 2 5, such that Bd C is locally 
at compacturn Z (that is, Z dies in wme (n - l )-sphere flatly embedded 
ES Type 2A universal. 
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such that $” -2 is l-ULC, co!‘di~ 6.2 of [9] MWHS thbti s’ AK” & lkm; me 
same holds for any Cantor set K* in K -z @BUS, K its&‘&~ 86 
countable union of rwmpacta Ki such that S* -- &. is’ I-ULc &hi* i@Aplies that 
S” -K is 1.ULC, By M&Wan’s characterization f tame Cantor &s [14, p. 107]p 
K is tame. 
A knilar argument establishes the next corollary as well. 
Coroky 3. Suppose C i!t; ca crumpleti n-cube in S”, n * 5, such tlsst Bd C is locally 
pat modulo a (topologica I) p&yhedron P that is tamefy et&e&led in S”. l%en C is 
Type 2A univemat. 
Given a crumpled (n -- Q-cube D in E”-l, one can name a map J’:D-*[O, 1) 
such that Bd D -f-‘(O) and then can identify the inftaribrt &#%I as a space homm- 
morphic ‘0 
{(d, t j c D x E’ c E” 1 ItI s If(d) 
iT”ne choice of map t* doses not affect he topological type of the inflation.) This 
inflation is a crumpled n~cube iff the graphs of f and wf combine to #ve an 
(n - l)-sphere, and this combination is natu.raIly equivalent o the sewi~g space 
D ujd D. Whatever the resulting topok)gical type, the expkitfy given intiation has 
frontier that is locally flat at each point outside Bd D x (0s c E”-’ X {O}, and Bd D X 
{O) is contained in a flat sphere in En. Thus, the resuit below follows from Cor&ary 
2. 
Corokry 4. If the crumpled n-cube C, n 2 5, is obtained by infktitzg u crumpled 
(n - 1 )-cube, then C is Type 2A universal. 
As in [ll], we say that a crumpled cube C is self;uniwrsal if, for each sewing 
h of Bd C to itself, C u h C is S”. 
Cor~lrrry 5. If C is a crumpled n-cube in S” (n a 5) such that C has Type 2A and 
each Cantor set in Bd C is tame in S”, then C is sdf-univerd 
Related to Corollary 5 is tin obvious question. 
1. If each Cantor set in the boundary of a cl umpled cube C c Z’” is tame 
in S”, does C have Type 2A? 
mples 
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a- of+ [6, Emma %I] functions as the kd~ensa% instrument 
r With 4kQ Cantor set Z describe&by me dns of a deking 
%9memBd regukri&g nuMti@ erw&rak~ts, one can 
identify a c&kc&n of -naMy thkk, nowherts dense subsets o ’ Z caiied admiss- 
~~~~&&a~ a~homelrtnarphir Im H of Z onto 
nd A’, H(A)rlA’~fl. 
Exau@6 1, A Type 1 universal crumpled n-cube Cl (n *6) that is not Type 2A 
univwsal..Beca~ this construction i volves o many steps, we begin by outlining 
the @an. We intend to find adi exceptional Cantor set 2 wildly* embedded in S”, 
a related Cantor set X in W”, and two embeddings jl, j2 af B” in S” with 
j#‘) = j&C) ~2. The rest&inn of j1 to X will be carefully controlled to produce 
advantageous special effects, while the restriction of jz to X will be designed merely 
so that jL(j@)-’ of Z. As usual 
a loop & S” - 2 such that of every contraction 
of in S” contains admissible subset of Z. Employing known 
we can require c S” -L ji gives rise to Type 2A 
cantpled cube Ci 4” -jd(Int a”), fi = 1,2). 170~ the obvious sewing j : Bd CI + 
Bd Cz defined as h = j2(j$B” j-‘, we shall see that Cl uh CZ is not a manifold, 
implying that neit!!r crumpled cube is Type 2a universal. Moreover, the special 
effects alluded to above will enable us to show that Cl is a Type 1 crumpled cube 
that is Type 1 universal. 
Part 1: About the Cantor sets X and X. According to Section 4 of [6], there exists 
a Cantor set Y in the (n - l)mspherz SW -” and there exists a loop L* in S”- 1 - Y 
such that the i-age of each coT&ace..ior? of L* in Snel contains an admissible subset 
of Y. By classical methods, du zi.Qnal\y ~a Antoine [2] and then Blankinsinip [3, 
Theorem 3F], and expressed Lwmnitflg by &home [ 15, Theorem 3f, there exkts 
an (n - 1).cell33 in S”-’ - L* s’ J,ch this? G3 contains Y as a tame subset and aB - Y 
is- embedded in S”-’ - Y as ti locally flat subset. Let D denote the crumpled 
(n - f)+ube S“” -In! B. 
Since D is of Type 1 (Y itseh’ serves as a homotopy taming set), D ‘did D is 
homeomorphic toSn-’ [ 11, CorolEalcJ 9.4). T~FXJ, there results a natural embedding 
eo of Bd D in D UId D, which we now regard as d.B”. The desired Cantor set X is 
defined to be e~( Y), 
As another consequence ofD being Type 1, its l-spin Sp’(D) is homeomorphic 
to S’” [ll, Theorem ll.S]. (The l-spir: is the space obtained from D x S’ after 
to points each of the sets d x S’, where d E EM D.) Now Bd D naturally 
embeda in sp’(D) = S”, under the map el sending d E EM D to the point in Sp’(D) 
corresponding to d x Sf. The desired Cantor set Z is deked to be el( Y). 
We speak of A c 2 as admissible if it is equal co e &Lh*)., where A * is an adm~ss~b~~ 
t of Y. Determine a leap -Z by letti 
t should be clpar 
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D i.mhccd by projection is 1-1 owsr Y and setisfiea Real Y = Id/-Y. As mmit, one 
sees thaw the image of any c0ntrWtion f: .B2 + S” Sf t ~ontaitlts;4W #Min&SiMe sub@ 
of Z, !~cause Rf(B2) contains an admissible SubSet of Y. 
Part 2: About ttta e.&kddings jl arqd j2. Lemma 63 of [lOI establishes the existence 
of a tame embedding i of A in 6B” and an embedding Q of B” in E? such that 
8i = inciusion and @( Int B ” ) 2 B ” -X, with the additional property that, for each 
E > O, there exists an embedding CT of aB” in @(IS*)-lnt 3” such t2at ~(&E?“)RB” = 
X, &l(X) is tame tE 3Rn, and cy moves no point as much JS E. By a sharpened 
version f6, Theorem 2.21 of ttaose classical embedding ,teiqua used in Part 1, 
there exists an embedding jl of 8(B”) into S” 4 for which S;tX = e&t Y)-‘. 
Applying the Mixing Lemma of [6], we obtain a homeomorphism H : 2 -) 2 mixing 
the admissible subsets of Z. Exactly as before, there exists an embedding j2 of 
@(ES”) in S” -L for which j2lX = He&l Y)? The desired crumpled cubes Ci are 
defined by C, = S” - ji(Int B”), i = ‘I, 2. 
?art 3: About the type of Cl. Properties of 6(W) guarantee, for each ts >O, an 
embedding CY of aB” in $(B”) - Int B” moving points so little that & = jzby( j&?B”)-’ 
is within E of the inclusion: Bd C+ Cz. The crumpled cube in C’2 boutied by 
fc (I3d Cz) is of Type 2A, since its boundary is locally flat moduk the Cantor set 
Z = jz(X), which is tamely embedded in fR(Bd CZ) because a-‘ji* (2) = K*(X) is 
tamely embedded inN3”. Thus, in the terminology introduced in [IO], C2 has Type 
1 interior approximations, which implies that C2 is of Type 2A [lo, Theorem 6.21. 
0f courselthe same argument shows C1 to be of Type: 2A as well. 
%:*t 4. About the universulity of Cl. The heart of this part involves verification of . 
kkre fol \owing: 
CTlai,n. If K is a Cantor set in X that is tamely embedded in W’, then j&K) is 
tame in S”. 
0nce this is established, Corollary 9.6 of [ 1 l] will show that Ci is of Type 1 and 
Theorem 4 or Proposition 12.2 of [1 l] wie’l show that it is Type 1 universal. 
PFoof uf the CZaim. Wecdf the crumpled (M - l)-cube L? of Part 1 S There is an 
obvious map R folding 113 wId D onto D such that R is 1-l over Bd D and Rea 
equals tlhe identity OR Bd D. The tame Cantor set K in aB” = L) urd D has 14JLC 
complement; since c ;‘tr’ c R-l(Bd Lb), the retraction R reveals that D-R(K) = 
is topoiogically equivalent to the decomposition space 
the decomposition G into points and the ark d x It 
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!I pointed out in [ 11, Theomn 11 .S], it can be easily verified 
), via a homeomorphism @ sending n(d x I), d E 
the image of ;+” X S1 in Z5p’ (R). Thus, fi?r(ez’(K) X 1) = elel’ (K). Fina!ly, 
l(D)-j*(K) = (D* wrd Pk- jr(K) 
the union of two copies of D* - y-‘(K), the intersection of which 
equals the spies of Bd D* - y”(K) in each, and a straightforward localized version 
of the Seifert-van Kmpen Theorem mn be wed to establish that this union is 
l-LC at each point of j&Q. In other words, S” -j&Q is I-ULC. Once again, this 
means j*(K) is tame 114, p. 7071. 
Part 5.: About the sewing space C1 uh Cz. Recall that h = jz( j&? *)-I* For s’ = L2 
let q1 denote the natural embedding of Ci onto its copy in cl uh Cz and note that 
q& = 41. Name maps PPQ I”B2 + Cl uk C;2 such that mi\aBZ traces out the 100p qi(L). 
Suppose that &I wh C2 is an n-manifold. Then it is possible to find maps F1 and 
F2 such that Fi(B’)n F2(B2) =8 and FJaB” = m#B2, and it is a straightforward 
matter to extend the maGs QilFi defined on F;‘qi(Ci), making use of the n-cell 
structure of S” -1nt Ci, to maps Fr : B2+ S” so that 
Fe (B2) n Ci = qT1 (e(B2) nqi(Ci)). 
Consequently, F” !a”) contains no other points of Z besides those in SF’ (F,(B*) n 
q@)). The construction of 2 assures the existence of an admissible subset Ai in 
Z n F;” (B2), and the Mixing Lemma assures that hl(Alj n AZ Z Q). Qn the other 
hand, 
ql(A1) n qz(A2) c F1(8*) n-&(B*) = 0. 
Thus, q2(h(A1)nA1)=ql(A1)nq2(A2)=0, and the fact thiat q2 is l-l leads to thl: 
contradiction h (A 1) n A2 = 8. Then C1 uh C2 could not have been a manifo!d. 
Exmpie 2. A Type 2A univkrsal crumpled n-cube (n ~6) that is not Type 213 
universal. This coincides with Example 13.5 of [ 1 l], a crumpled n-cube C obtaine’tj 
by inflating a crumpled (n - l)-cube, and C is not universal - specifically, there is 
a sewing k : Bd C + Bd C* to a Type 2B crumpled cube C* that C%XY not yield 5”‘. 
According to Corollary 4, C is Type 2A universal. 
WC close with another question. 
Is there, J Type 2A universal ~~~~p~e~ hat is not itself of Type 2t%‘? 
Is there one not of Type I? 
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